Few Recommendations for CPR in Children During COVID-19 Pandemic

Indian Academy of Pediatrics Advanced Life Support Basic Life Support (IAP ALS BLS) group has recently published a clinical brief, suggesting modifications in existing pediatric CPR guidelines, in view of COVID-19 pandemic.

**Recommendations**
- Better protection of CPR team
- Measures to reduce aerosolization

**Simulation and practice**
- Incorporate new skills
- Improve team performance

**Key Message**
These modifications are primarily targeted to ensure safety to health care worker without compromising on quality of CPR.

**Dr Bakul Jayant Parekh - President, IAP 2020**
"Recommendations are clear & concise, focusing on better protection of CPR team & measures to reduce aerosolization. As we continue to understand COVID-19, we need to update ourselves, regularly."

**Dr GV Basvaraj - Hon Secretary, IAP 2020-21**
"Simulation and team practice should be done to incorporate these new skills & for better team performance."

**Reference**